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Abstract
Cigarette littering inpublic spaces is an environmental andaesthetic problem.Brokenwindows theory
posits that visible signsof anti-social behavior suchas littering create theperceptionof a social norm inbuilt
environments.Cigarette butts on the ground thenencouragepeople todrop theirs aswell.We test this
theoryonbenches of auniversity campus in afield experimentwith two treatments: (1) a clean environment
withnocigarette butts on thegroundand (2) adirty environmentwith25 cigarette butts on the ground.Our
outcomevariable is thenumberof additional cigarette butts on the groundafter twohours.Wefinda small
effect of approximately 0.5butts less per 2-hourperiodoncleangrounds. Increased cleaning efforts can thus
reduce littering, but the effect is probably too small to justify additional cleaning costs.

1. Introduction

Human behavior in public spaces is at the core ofmany sustainability challenges. Among these challenges,
littering is an aesthetic and an ecological problem (Dur andVollaard 2015, Veitch et al 2017). Cigarette butt
littering in particular has adverse environmental and health effects (Barnes 2011,Harris 2011,Healton et al 2011,
Novotny et al 2011, Slaughter et al 2011). Severalmeasures to reduce littering, including cigarette littering in
public spaces, such as bans, stricter laws, regulation, and nudging have not or only partly succeeded (Cingolani
et al 2016, Reiter and Samuel 1980, Schneider et al 2011, Smith andNovotny 2011). Especially hospitality and
educational venues, playgrounds, and bus stops are hot spots of cigarette littering (Valiente et al 2020), creating a
demand formore applied research (Valiente et al 2020).

Social norms are a strong driver of human behavior, and they can explain extensive and continued cigarette
butt littering. People’s perceptions of what is socially appropriate or inappropriate are highly predictive of actual
behavior in abstract (Krupka andWeber 2013) and contextualized experiments (Loft et al 2019, Vesely and
Klöckner 2018). In a built urban environment, the impact of social norms on behavior has beenmostly discussed
in relation to brokenwindow theory (Harcourt and Ludwig 2006, Volker 2017,Wilson andKelling 1982).
Brokenwindow theory posits that small cues of neighborhood deterioration can lead to anti-social behaviors,
because the negative status quo is perceived as a dominant social norm.

Brokenwindows theory suggests that a person is less likely to litter in a green and tidy environment (Dur and
Vollaard 2015, Joo andKwon 2015,Weaver 2015). Increased public cleaning efforts could then reduce littering
by breaking the downward spiral of littering. In the long run, cleaning costs would decrease. Several
experimental studies in different contexts (Cialdini et al 1990, Crump et al 1977, Dur andVollaard 2015,
Finnie 1973, Geller et al 1977, Krauss et al 1978, Ramos andTorgler 2012, Reiter and Samuel 1980, Reno et al
1993)have investigated this issue infield experiments,most of which have found statistically significant and
large effects (litteringwas cut in half inmany instances). For example, Ramos andTorgler (2012) investigated the
littering behavior of academics in a clean versus amessy shared indoor space, finding thatmore than 50%of
subjects litter in themessy environment compared to only 18% in a clean environment. Cialdini et al (1990)find
similar effect sizes in three differentfield experiments in outside environments. Only Crump et al (1977) and
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Reno et al (1993)find no or opposite effects. In a littered picnic area, Crump et al (1977)find less additional litter
when tested against a benchmark of a clean picnic area, andReno et al (1993)find no effect of a clean
environment at the parking lot of a public library. As summarized inDur andVollaard (2015), most studies
recommend increased cleaning efforts to reduce public littering.

While the evidence on the existence of social norms in the context of littering is overwhelming in the case of
littering in general, there is no study that experimentally investigates this effect for cigarette littering. Cigarette
littering is different fromother kinds of littering, e.g.plastic bags or food left-overs. First, cigarette butts are
small. Their visual and aesthetic effects could be perceived as less severe, as cigarette butts are not as disturbing as
larger litter. Second, placing a cigarette butt into a proper bin requiresmore effort than normal litter. A smoker
has to put out the cigarette buttfirst, which is often done on the ground. A smoker has to pick up the cigarette
butt from the ground. Third, smoking is a habitual behavior, with smokers being constantly confrontedwith the
disposal of cigarette butts, implying a certain fatigue to environmental stimuli. To identifymechanisms to
reduce cigarette littering, a clear understanding of the effect of a clean versus a littered environment is required.

We contribute to the empirical literature on littering in clean versus dirty environments with afield
experiment on cigarette butt littering.We introduce treatments of a clean and a dirty environment around
public benches on a university campus—a hot spot of cigarette butt littering (Valiente et al 2020). Our outcome
variable is the number of additional cigarette butts on the ground.Our hypothesis is that a clean environment
leads to less cigarette littering.

Our contribution is twofold. First, we augment the behavioral science literature on social norms by
providing additional evidence from the field in a new context. It is important to replicate experiments in diverse
contexts and to build a body of studies that can be used formeta-analyses (Christensen et al 2019). Second, our
results are useful for planners and policymakers to identify strategies to reduce littering.

2. Experimental design

The experiment took place at benches at the urban campuses of the TechnischeUniverstität Berlin
(approximately 33,000 students) and the adjacentUniversität der Künste (approximately 4,000 students) in
Berlin, Germany3. Both campuses are accessible to the general public. Two treatments were applied. In both
treatments, we removed all cigarette butts from the ground. In treatment 1 (henceforth CLEAN), we left the
ground clean. In treatment 2 (henceforthDIRTY)weplaced exactly 25 cigarette butts within a 1.5 m radius in
front of the bench.Our outcome variable was the number of additional cigarette butts on the ground after two
hours. Every two hours, starting from8:45 am, the ground in front of the bencheswas cleaned, and for the
DIRTY treatment 25 cigarette butts were placed in front of the bench. After cleaning, the field assistants left the
area to avoid experimenter demand effects. After two hours, the field assistants returned, counted the number of
cigarette butts on the ground, and prepared the bench for the next round of data collection.

Our sample size allowedus todetect rather small effect sizes. For instance, for a difference of one cigarette and an
assumed standarddeviationof 2, the required sample size per treatmentwas 63 (for a two-sided independent t-test
withα=0.05 andP=0.8). Aswedidnot have anypriors and couldnotmake anydistributional assumptions,we
opted for a sample size of 100per treatment.To achieve 200observationsweplanned touse tenbencheswith four
observationsper bench andday for a durationoffivedays.Weused abalanceddesign to achieve orthogonality
between treatments, benches, timeof theday, anddayof theweek. Eachbenchwas alternately assigned tooneof the
treatments. For example, bench1onday1was assigned toCLEAN in thefirst run (9–11 hours), toDIRTY in the
second run, toCLEAN in the third runand toDIRTY in the fourth run.Onday 2, theorderwas reversed.

The experimentwas carriedout fromMonday to Friday in the secondweekof June 2018. Initially,we selected ten
benches, basedon a combinationof the ‘diverse cases’ and ‘similar cases’principles (Seawright andGerring 2008).
The aimof the selectionprocesswas to cover asmuchheterogeneity in benches as possiblewhile having enough
observations for each typeof bench to get statistically significant results. To fulfill thefirst criterion (diverse cases
principle),we selectedfive bencheswhich are as different to eachother as possible basedon location, congestion and
typeof people visiting them.Note that there couldbe a tradeoff betweenaiming forheterogeneity for broader
coverage aswell as validity and the efficiency goal to achieve a small standarddeviation. For the second criterion, for
eachbench thatwehave included,we looked for similar benches.Weonly selectedbenches thatwere frequently used
and feasible for data collection. For example, bencheswith a sandy groundwere excluded, as cigarette butts easily
disappear in the sand (seefigureA1 for amapandpictures of selectedbenches).

During the experiment, some data points were lost. First, some bencheswere cleaned by the university staff
during the data collection.We could not record the number of cigarette butts in these instances. Second, a

3
https://www.tu.berlin/en/about/profile/tu-berlin-statistics/ and https://www.udk-berlin.de/en/service/press-communication/

figures-and-facts/.
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children festival took place at two benches for two hours, and people were not allowed to smoke during that
time. Third, onwindy days, thewind blew away the cigarette butts. The last issuewas problematic aswe could
detect it only for theDIRTY treatment (if therewere less than 25 cigarettes whenwe recorded the data).
Removing these cases would have led to an unbalanced design and an upward bias of the treatment effect.
Instead of deleting these observations, we recoded the observations as zero, i.e., no additional cigarettes. By
doing so, wemaintain orthogonality and avoid an upward bias of the treatment effect estimate (at the risk of a
downward bias). In other words, the results are a lower bound and a conservative estimate of the treatment
effect. During fieldwork, it became apparent that the targeted number of 200 observations could not be
achieved. To compensate for that, two benches (benches 11 and 12)were added during the field phase, resulting
in a total of 12 benches. The two additional benches were included fromday 3 onwards, and treatments were
assignedwith the same procedure. In total, 206 data points were observed and used for the final analysis.

3. Results

Due to the loss of data points, thefinal outcomes are not fully balanced across benches, time of the day, and day
of theweek. Yet, we do not use balance tests on bench covariates, as they are a formof data-driven analysis (Ali
et al 2015, Linden 2014). Due to the initially balanced and fully orthogonal design, we have no reason to believe
thatmissing data points introduce any bias. Even if data points weremissing systematically, the designwould be
very robust to this. Infigure A2, we present graphswith respect to number of observations per treatment by
benches, time of the day and day.

Figure 1 shows a bar chart with the number of cigarette butts on the ground by treatments. The frequency of
zero butts is higher in theCLEAN treatment. Yet, in theCLEAN treatment therewere three observationswith
nine to 12 additional cigarette butts.

Table 1 shows that themean andmedian are lower, and the standard deviation is higher in theCLEAN
treatment. A two sided t-test and a non-parametricWilcoxon test reject theNull hypothesis of equalmeans/
distributions at a 1% significance level. The difference between themeans is approximately 0.6. Plots
distinguishing between benches, day of theweek, and time-of-day are presented infigure A2.

We estimate Poisson (count data) regressionmodels with various fixed effects to adjust for benches, days and
time-of-day effects (Cameron andTrivedi 2013). The treatment variable (DIRTY) is 0 for theCLEAN treatment
and 1 for theDIRTY treatment. The coefficient ofDIRTY shows the effect of the treatment on the number of
cigarettes on the ground. In total, we estimate fivemodels with differentfixed effects (table 2). Thefirstmodel
(column 1 in table 2) includes allfixed effects (bench, day of theweek, time-of-day).Models 2 to 4 include bench,
day of theweek, and time-of-day fixed effects, respectively.Model 5 has nofixed effects.

Figure 1.Number of additional cigarettes by treatment.

Table 1. Summary statistics separated by treatment.

Treatment N Mean Median StandardDeviation Minimum Maximum

CLEAN 103 1.019 0 1.950 0 12

DIRTY 103 1.651 1 1.753 0 7
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The results of the regressions are in linewith the comparisons ofmeans anddistributions. The estimates range
from0.472 to 0.522 and are significantly different fromzeroon a1% level.Most of thefixed effects are not statistically
significantly different fromzero.Day 2 andbenchnumber10have a significant negative effect (5% level)of−0.47
and−2.0 on thenumber of cigarettes on the ground, respectively. Benches 4 and6display a significantpositive effect
of 0.7 and0.5.Wehaveno explanation for these effects, and theymay just indicate the idiosyncratic popularity of a
bench among smokers or ahigher frequencyof use.Controlling forfixed effects does not change the treatment effect.
We can reject thehypothesis that there is no effect of aCLEANenvironment. The fullmodel results are reported in
tableA1.As an additional robustness test,we estimate ordinary linear least square regressionmodelswith the same
variables. The results are similar to thePoissonmodel and also reported in tableA2.

4.Discussion and conclusion

In this paper,we investigated the effect of a clean environmentoncigarette butt littering. Basedonbrokenwindows
theory,we argued that a clean environment canbeperceived as a social norm.Weconducted afield experiment at 12
benchesof a university campus and randomlymanipulated thenumber of cigarette butts on the ground.A clean
environment reduced thenumberof cigarette butts on the groundby approximately 0.5 every twohours.

In contrast to previous studies, the positive effect of a clean environment was rather small. In other contexts,
effects of a clean environment showed decreases in littering ofmore than 50%.Our results suggest that cigarette
littering is substantially different fromother forms of littering.Hence, implications differ in the specific case. To
better understand the conditions underwhich brokenwindows theory holds,more studies in various contexts
and further replications of experiments are required. Ameta-analysis of existing results can help to identify the
factors influencing brokenwindows theory.

The results of otherpapers often imply thatmore cleaning leads to a ‘double dividend’ and reduces littering
substantially (DurandVollaard2015). These papers endwith thepolicy recommendation that cities should increase
their budgets for cleaning. Inour case, the small effect of about 0.5 cigarette butts per twohours appears too small to
justify additional cleaning.Cheapmeasures, such as signs (Krauss et al1978,Reiter andSamuel 1980),more and
better suited litter cans (Finnie 1973), and anti-littering and anti-smoking campaigns and information (Finnie 1973,
Geller et al1977)maybemore effective. Increased cleaning should focus on the ‘hot spots’of littering (Valiente et al
2020). In some contexts, small nudges have beenpowerful tools to increasepro-environmental behavior (e.g.
Rommel et al2015). Inmany countries, cigarette packages display deterringpictures to limit smoking
(Hammond2011).One could test the effect of normativemessages on thenegative environmental consequences of
litteringon the cigarette package or test the impact ofmessages next to thebenches.

Our study is limited in several aspects. First,weusedonly two treatmentswith zero andwith25 cigarette butts on
the ground.Tobetter understand thebrokenwindows effect, onewouldneed toknowmoreon intermediate levels,
possible tippingpoints suchas thenumberof cigarette butts on the ground thatwould lead to aqualitative change in
theperceptionof thedominant social norm in smokers (Cialdini et al1990). Second,weuseda specific context
(university campuses andbenches). Inother contexts, the effectsmaybe verydifferent. For example, it is likely
that litteringbehaviordependson socio-demographic characteristics (e.g.Krauss et al1978) and the typeof area
(Valiente et al2020). Inour studywecannot control for such variables and it is likely that our sample is not
representative for the cityofBerlin.Third,wedidnotobservepeopledirectly.Adirect observationof thepeoplewho
litterwouldhave allowed for amore extensive analysis of thedeterminants of littering. Several studieshave found that
litteringbehaviordiffers between socio-demographic groups. In contrast to those studies,weobservedonly the
numberof cigarette butts after twohours,without recordsof thepeopleusing thebench. Fourth, our results couldbe

Table 2.PoissonModels.

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

DIRTY 0.522c 0.509c 0.487c 0.472c 0.482c

(0.126) (0.125) (0.124) (0.124) (0.124)
Bench FE Yes Yes No No No

Days FE Yes No Yes No No

Time ofDay FE Yes No No Yes No

Observations 206 206 206 206 206

Log Likelihood −335.800 −342.700 −367.600 −370.800 −372.200

Akaike Inf. Crit. 711.600 711.500 747.200 751.700 748.500

Notes:Coefficients forfixed effects omitted. Full regression table is found in appendix B.
a p<0.1;
b p<0.05;
c p<0.01.
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threatenedby experimenter demandeffects (Zizzo2010). Before each run,field assistants cleaned the ground.We
cannot fully rule out that potential smokers observed this,whichmighthave affected their behavior.However,we
believe that the effect—if any—is likely small, aswe tried to avoid attention, selected time slots during teachinghours,
andcleaning andcounting tookonly approximately threeminutes. Finally, our study lastedonly foroneweek.
Potential long-termeffects arenot covered. Itwouldbe important to investigatehowpeople change their behavior in
the long run.Onlyonemajor study (DurandVollaard2015)has so far investigated long-termeffects.

Our experimentmay serve as an inspiration for further experimentation. Extending the combination of
sociological theory and behavioral economics in urban and landscape planning can help to address sustainability
challenges (e.g. Lilley 2009). Interdisciplinary collaboration of experimental and behavioral economists with
architects and planners is still rare, and there should bemore of it (Klotz et al 2019). Smallfield studies such as
ours are alsowell-suited to integrate students into interdisciplinary research activities early in their curricular.
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Appendix

Figure A1.Map showing the location of benches (OpenStreetMap contributors 2017).
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Figure A2.Number of additional cigarettes by control variables.
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Figure A2. (Continued.)
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Table A1.PoissonModels (FullModelOutput).

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

DIRTY 0.522c 0.487c 0.472c 0.509c 0.482c

(0.126) (0.124) (0.124) (0.125) (0.124)
Tuesday −0.471b −0.434b

(0.215) (0.214)
Wednesday 0.105 0.086

(0.174) (0.173)
Thursday −0.255 −0.252

(0.193) (0.193)
Friday −0.213 −0.255

(0.187) (0.183)
1300 0.333a 0.279

(0.181) (0.180)
1500 0.193 0.191

(0.182) (0.181)
1700 0.308a 0.240

(0.181) (0.180)
Bench 2 −0.110 −0.095

(0.309) (0.309)
Bench 3 0.308 0.286

(0.281) (0.281)
Bench 4 0.669b 0.661b

(0.265) (0.264)
Bench 5 0.021 0.065

(0.302) (0.302)
Bench 6 0.605b 0.598b

(0.268) (0.268)
Bench 7 0.466a 0.468a

(0.271) (0.271)
Bench 8 0.461a 0.461a

(0.274) (0.274)
Bench 9 −0.086 −0.035

(0.324) (0.323)
Bench 10 −2.010c −2.017c

(0.615) (0.615)
Bench 11 −0.349 −0.278

(0.502) (0.495)
Bench 12 0.008 0.059

(0.441) (0.434)
Constant −0.274 0.161 −0.161 −0.191 0.019

(0.282) (0.148) (0.154) (0.227) (0.098)

Observations 206 206 206 206 206

Log Likelihood −335.800 −367.600 −370.800 −342.700 −372.200

Akaike Inf. Crit. 711.600 747.200 751.700 711.500 748.500

Note:
a p<0.1;
b p<0.05;
c p<0.01.
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